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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The points of departure of this note are a series of papers by Butzer [7], 
[9], [ZO] who introduced the Fourier transform method and developed the 
one-dimensional saturation theory, the papers of Nessel [25], [26] and Butzer 
and Nessel [23] in which the corresponding n-dimensional problems were 
treated, as well as a paper of the author and Nessel[21] where characterizations 
of generalized erivatives were established by means of some simple results of 
the theory of distributions. The essential aim of this paper is to solve the 
characterization problem for saturation classes as well as to determine the 
saturation classes themselves for functions of several variables by using 
distribution theoretical methods. These methods enable one to treat success- 
fully several questions, in particular the connection between saturation classes 
and the spaces of Bessel potentials, the Sobolev spaces, as well as Lipschitz 
conditions and ordinary differentiability properties, and various types of 
special Besov spaces which also play an important role in the theory of partial 
differential equations (cf. e.g. [23]). In the two cases that are of most importance 
concerning applications (see Sections 3 and 4) we obtain a complete set of 
characterizations valid on Lp(E”), 1 < p -C co. 
Since there is an essential difference in statement and method of proof 
between non-optimal approximation and optimal, i.e., the saturation-case, 
the subject of this paper may be regarded as a solution of an extremal case in a 
certain sense. Indeed, the theorems on non-optimal approximation for, 
e.g., the singular integral of Weierstrass on E’ (cf. (1.4) for the definition) as 
established by Berens [3] and Taibleson [32], and the saturation theorems for 
these approximation processes (see, e.g., Butzer [7], [9] and Nessel [25], [26]) 
cannot be established by the same methods but are complementary to each 
1 This paper contains the complete proofs of the results announced in part in a note under 
the title: Characterizations of Favard classes for functions of several variables, Bull. Am. 
Math. Sot. 74 (1968), 149-1.52. Some of these results have been presented in a lecture held 
on September 13, 1967 at the annual meeting of the German Mathematical Society at 
Karlsruhe. Some of theseresults are part of the author’s doctoral dissertation written under 
the direction of Prof. Dr. P. L. Butzer at the Technological University of Aachen. 
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other. Correspondingly, the characterizations of Lipschitz conditions of the 
type 
ll.m + 4 -fwllLNE., = alv), Ihl -+ 0, forO<cc<l, 
given by Taibleson [32], do not include the theorems of Hardy-Littlewood 
type which state that in case CL = 1, 1 cp < co, and, e.g., n = 1, the Lipschitz 
condition is equivalent o the existence off’(x) E Lp(E1) (cf. Butzer 181). From 
this point of view, optimal approximation as well as the characterization 
problem for saturation classes appear as extremal cases of non-optimal 
approximation, in the sense that CL = 1 may be regarded as an extremal index for 
the above Lipschitz space. It is to be noted that the methods of proof in 
the extremal case are the more difficult ones. 
Let E” denote the Euclidean n-space of real vectors 
with 
x = (x,9 3, . . .,&I), 0 = (bV2, * * *, on), 
(x,u)= i xjuj and 1x1 =(x,x)‘/~. 
j=l 
In the sequel, x, U, 0, h will always denote n-dimensional variables, whereas 
7, s, t are elements of E’. 
L”(E”), 1 <p < co, denotes the space of all complex-valued functions f 
having norm 
llf(x)llp =( jE” If’Wdx) “p -c a3, 
and M(E”) denotes the space of bounded measures p on E” with norm 
IIPllhf = SE” I444. 
If 1 <p G 2, the ordinary Fourier transform of f(x) E LP(E”) is defined by 
i 
(27~)~“‘~ jEn e-i(“~x)f(x) dx, p = 1 
5 VI (4 =“f^(d = 
lL6. (27r)-“12 j,X,,, e@“*“)f(x)dx, 1 <p<2 (1.1) 
where l.i.m.tp’) denotes the limit in Lp’-norm, (l/p) + (l/p’) = 1. 
The Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p E M(P) is given by 
(1.2) 
In saturation theory on Lp(E”), 1 -cp G 2, the classical Fourier transform 
method leads to the classes 
v,p = {f(x) E LP(E”); IUI”f*(u) = g^(v), g(x) E LP(E”)} (a > 0) (1.3) 
which represent saturation classes of various approximation processes defined 
by singular integrals of convolution type (cf. Section 6) for specific values of cc. 
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The characterization problem for the classes V,P in the case of several 
variables involves one essential difficulty (we choose CL = 2 for simplicity): 
If f(x) E V,P and if, in addition, the partial derivatives aflax,, a2f/axj2 
(j= 1,2,..., n) are assumed to exist and belong to lp, then 
af= i azfjax,z= --g(x). 
j=l 
But there seems to be no direct way to infer, under the lone assumption 
f(x) E Vzp, the existence of these derivatives or of functions g,(x) E LP with 
uj2fA(u)=giA(u) (j= 1,2,..., n). One result of Section 3 states that f(x) E Vzp 
if and only if Af = -g(x) E LP, provided that Af is understood in the distri- 
butional sense. Moreover, one obtains that even af/lax,, a2f/ax,ax,, j, I= 1, 
2 , . . ., n exist as elements of LP. 
In view of this result, the question arose whether there is a connection 
between V,J’ and the well-known Sobolev spaces for any integral CC, and 
whether there is an analog for fractional a. Affirmative answers to these 
questions will be obtained, using the following procedure: At first we charac- 
terize Vap by classes of Bessel potentials in order, on the one hand, to be able 
to introduce distributional methods, and on the other hand, to obtain an 
extension of Vap for p > 2. These classes of Bessel potentials are, in turn, 
characterized by known theorems in terms of Sobolev spaces and several 
other equivalent conditions. These results then enable one to return from the 
distributional setting to classical conditions, e.g., to ordinary smoothness 
conditions. 
There is another reason why the spaces of Bessel potentials are important 
here. An attempt o extend the class Vap from 1 < p G 2 by mere interpretation 
of the Fourier transform in the distributional sense is easily seen to end in 
failure since even for arbitrarily smooth and rapidly decreasing functions f(x) 
the product lul*f”( u cannot be defined in the distributional sense in view of ) 
the fact that the functions 1 u 1 O1 and 1 u 1 --OL do not belong to any one of the spaces 
S, S’, 0,, 0,‘. On the other hand, it is clear that the properties of the class Vsp 
are determined only by the behavior of 1 VI a for large 1 VI, and that any singularity 
at the origin is not significant for the definition of V,P. Indeed, the class remains 
unchanged if we replace I ulDL by the function (1 + I UI 2)or’2 which has the 
same behavior at infinity as Iu( OL but belongs to O)M. Thus, the new class 
can also be defined for p > 2 by using the distributional Fourier transform, 
and we shall see in Section 6 that it is indeed the Favard class of the 
generalized singular integral of Weierstrass for p > 2 which is defined for 
t,K>O;f(x)ELP(E*), 1 <p<m,by 
w,“(fi x) = (27r)-“‘2t-“‘K JEa f (x - u) H&t-““) du, (1.4) 
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where H,(X) is given by H,^(v) = e- I”lK. For K = 1 or 2 this approximation 
process reduces to the singular integrals of Cauchy-Poisson and of Gauss- 
Weierstrass, respectively. The singular integral (1.4) will serve as a representa- 
tive application of our results. 
The actual aim of Section 6 is to present a distributional method in proving 
saturation theorems for n-dimensional singular integrals, in particular for 
the integral (1.4). The fundamental identity (6.2) will play an important role 
in both directions of the theorems. The method itself may be regarded as an 
immediate generalization of the functional or dual method employed in [21]. 
We conclude this section with a series of definitions and lemmas in the theory 
of distributions, the notation being that of Schwartz [28] and Friedman [Z9]. 
Let P be the set of all nonnegative integers and P” = {k E En; k, E P}. For 
k E P” we define 
Dk = (~/&q)k’(~/~x,)‘*. . (~/i3x,Jkn, (1.5) 
and for such k we set Ikj = C;;=, kj, called the order of the operator Dk. In 
particular, we write 
Here and in the sequel uJ denotes the unit coordinate vector along thej-axis. 
Furthermore, we define : 
Cm@“) is the set of infinitely differentiable functions on E”, all of whose 
derivatives are bounded. D is that subset of functions in C*(E”) which have 
compact support. 
II’ is the space of all continuous linear functionals (distributions) on D. 
The action offE D’ on y(x) E D is written (J F(X)). The distributional deriva- 
tive Dkf of fE D’ is defined by ( Dkf v(x)) = (-l)lkt (f, Dk~(x)) where k E P” 
and v(x) E 13. 
s = (v(x) E P(E”); su&.En 1x1’ 1 Dk~(x)l G C,, k, s E P, k E P”} is the space 
of rapidly decreasing functions. A sequence {r&x)} E S is said to converge in 
S to q(x) E S if 
lim 1x1’ IDk(qd4 - dx>>I =0 nl+m 
uniformly in x for every s E P, k E P”. 
S’ is the space of tempered distributions, i.e., of continuous linear func- 
tionals on 5. 
OM is the space of infinitely differentiable functions on E” which are slowly 
increasing, i.e., whose derivatives are each bounded by some power of Ix] 
as 1x1 -+ co. 0,’ is the space of rapidly decreasing distributions, i.e., of distribu- 
tions T for which (1 + Ix12)sT, s E P, is a “bounded distribution”, thus a 
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continuous linear functional on the space DLI of those C”(E”)-functions which, 
together with all their derivatives, belong to L’(E”). 0, and 0,’ are both 
subspaces of S’. 
Iff(x) is a locally integrable function, then 
<f, da = jr. f(x) dx> dx (dx) E s) 
defines a distribution f~ D’. Distributions f of this type are called regular 
distributions. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Zf f E 0,’ and g E S’, then the convolution f h g, defined by 
<f * g9 y(x)> = (277V2 (f, (g, 94x + u)>> (94x) E s> 
(this means that g is applied to q~(x + u) with respect to x and f is applied to 
(g, q~(x + u)) with respect to u) exists as an element in S’. 
The classical Fourier transform ?j of (1.1) and its inverse 
s-‘[~] (v) = (27r)-n’2 jEn e*(“*“) y(x) dx 
are continuous one-to-one mappings of S onto S, i.e., s-i{s[q~(x)]} = r&x). 
If f E: S’, the distributional Fourier transformf” is defined by 
<f A9 VW> = (f, 6(v)> c&d E 9. 
(1.7) LEMMA. The distributional Fourier transform on 5’ and its inverse are 
continuous one-to-one mappings of S’ onto S’, i.e., forf E S’ one has s-‘(sLfl} =f 
(1.8) LEMMA. The distributional Fourier transform and its inverse are continuous 
one-to-one mappings of 8, onto Oct. 
(1.9) LEMMA. Iff E S’, then S[afiax,] = iv,f”. 
(1.10) LEMMA. Zff(x) E Lp(E”), 1 <p G 2, the ordinary and the distributional 
Fourier transform are equal. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Iff, g E S’ and f A = g^, then (f, v(x)) = (g, y(x)) for every 
y(x) E 5. If f and g are, in addition, regular distributions, then f(x) = g(x) a.e. 
(1.12) LEMMA. Letf E Oc’ andg E S’. Thenf” E OM, g” E S’, and 
Cf*g)=f^g^ES’. 
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(1.13) LEMMA. Let f E S’ and define the shifted distribution f, by 
(Al, dx)> = <.L dx - 4). 
Then 
3i,n: t-V ( A,-f-pg$$Xx))=(&(x)) v=* J 
For proofs of these lemmas and details we refer to Schwartz [28]. Finally, 
we need the Taylor formula : 
(1.14) LEMMA. Let f(x) be equal a.e. to a function F(x) which, together with 
its partial derivatives up to the order m - 1 (m = 1,2,, . .), is locally absolutely 
continuous. Then one has a.e. 
f(xi-h)-f(x)=%~i~+&/:(l -T)“-‘[(h,v)“F] 
“=, 
x (x + hT)dT. 
2. BASIC THEOREMS 
We begin with the definition and some properties of the Bessel kernel 
G,(x) and of the space Lip of Bessel potentials. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let cy > 0. The function 
G,(x) = {2’*-““*/r(~~/2)} (IxI/~)-‘“-““*K~,-,,,~(~~I) 
is called the Bessel kernel, where 
are the modified Bessel functions of order v of the third and the first kind, 
respectively. 
G,(x) is nonnegative [18, p. 1921, belongs to L’(P), and 
s En G,(x) dx = (24”‘*, (2.2) 
its Fourier transform being given by G,“(u) = (1 + IzJ]*)-~‘*, [2, p. 4171. For 
other representations and further properties see [I, Chap. I, Section 11, 
[2, pp. 413-4171, [27]. 
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The convolution 
(G, * h) (x) = (21~)-“‘~ IEn G,(x - u) h(u) du 
with h(x) E Lp(E”), 1 <p < co, is called the Bessel potential of h(x). It belongs 
to Lp and satisfies lj(G, * h)(x)ll, < I]h(x)]l,. In view of G,“(v) E O,, it follows 
by Lemmas (1.8), (1.12) that 
(G, * h)” = (1 + ]~]~)-~‘~h”, (2.3) 
where h* is taken in the distributional sense. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. Let O! > 0 and 1 <p -C 03. The space 
Lap = {f(x) E Lp(E”);f(x) = (G, * h)(x), h(x) E Lp(E”)} 
is called a space of Bessel potentials. 
To obtain an equivalent definition, since (1 + ]r.~]~)~‘~ E O,, we may define 
a distribution G-,, 0: > 0, by G2, = (1 + Iu]“)~“. By Lemma (1.8) G-, E Oc’, 
and in view of Lemma (1.6), the distributional convolution G-, *f exists for 
eachf E S’ as an element of S’. Therefore the following definition is meaningful: 
Lap = {f e S’; G-, *f = h(x) E Lp(E”)}. (2.5) 
This definition is equivalent o (2.4), as well as to 
L,’ = (f(x) E Lp(E”); (1 + j~I~)~‘~f’-’ = h”, h(x) E Lp(E”)}. (2.6) 
Indeed, we note that Definition (2.4) immediately implies (2.6) which in turn 
is contained in (2.5) in view of the definition of G-, and Lemma (1.11). If 
G-, *f = h(x), h(x) E Lp, then (G, * (G-, *f))(x) = (G, * h)(x), and this is 
equal tof(x) by Lemmas (1.12), (1.11). Thusf(x) = (G, * h)(x), h(x) E Lp, and 
this proves the equivalence of these three definitions. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the definition of the class V,P cannot be 
extended for p > 2 by mere interpretation in the distributional sense. So we 
must first of all restrict the characterization of Vap to 1 <p < 2. The following 
Lemma of Stein [30] is basic. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let CL > 0. There exist measures &‘) E M(P), i = 1, 2, 3 such 
that 
(1 + IU]2)Z’Z = [&i)]“(U) + ]u]” lj&?]“(u), 
Ifp = (1 + Iul2)=‘2 [p:-]“(u). 
This leads to the following fundamental 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let f(x) E LP(En), 1 <p Q 2, and a > 0. Then f(x) E V,P if 
and only iff (x) E Lmp. 
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Proof. Iff(x) E V,P, by Lemma (1.6) we define the distribution h = G-, *:f~ S’, 
whose Fourier transform is h” = (1 + lu1*)“‘*f”(~), by Lemma (1.12). Now 
Lemma (2.7) and the hypothesis yield 
h* = [#]“(u)fA(u) + [p$*‘]“(u)g“(u) = [f* d&‘]^(u) + [g * dp$*qA(u) 
by the convolution theorem of the ordinary Fourier transform. By Lemma 
(1.11) we see that h is regular, 
and 
h(x) = (f* d&‘))(x) + (g * d&*))(x) a.e., 
Thus h(x) E Lp orf(x) E Lap according to (2.5). 
Conversely, letf(x) E Lap. By (2.6) and Lemma (2.7), with h(x) E l.P, 
lulaf-(u) = [p;3’]“(u) (1 + ]U/*>“‘*f^(u) = [/Q]“(U)hn(U). 
As above one obtains lul”f^(v) = g^(u) with g(x) = (h * dpi3))(x) E LP, and 
thusf(x) E Vap. 
We mention that in casep = 2 the proof is rather simple in view of Plancherel’s 
theorem and the fact that the class of multipliers (L2, L*) consists of all bounded 
measurable functions. 
With the aid of Theorem (2.8) it is now easy to make use of known results 
on Sobolev spaces in order to obtain characterizations of V,P for integral CL. 
(2.9) DEFINITION. Let 1 < p < co and c1= 1,2, . . . . The space 
Wap = {f(x) E L’(E”); D”f E Lp(E”) for every Ikl < CX}, 
Dkf being the distributional derivative, is called Sobolev space of order CL. 
The following lemma has been shown by Calderon [I7, p. 361 and Aronszajn, 
Mulla and Szeptycki [I, Theorem 11.11. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let a = 1, 2, . . . and 1 -=c p -c co. Then f(x) E L,P fund only if 
f-(x> E wcYp. 
Thus for integral a one has f(x) E Vap if and only iff(x) E Wap. 
It is the purpose of the next two sections to treat the cases when a is even or 
odd, separately and in all details. 
3. THE CASE a EVEN 
This case is the simpler one, for in case a = 2m, m E P, the class Vap can be 
extended for p > 2 by just replacing the ordinary Fourier transform by the 
distributional one (since Iu]*~ E 0,). Moreover, the classes defined by 
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I~j~~f” = g” and (i~)~“f^ = g”, respectively, are identical, which suggests 
that characterizations of Vg,,, are possible by ordinary Lipschitz conditions. 
We introduce the following notation : 
(3.1) DEFINITION. API( r = 1,2, . . ., denotes the space of those functions 
f(x) E Lp(E”) for which there exists a function F(x) such that f(x) = F(x) a.e. 
and F(x) together with all of its ordinary partial derivatives (D”F)(x) of order 
jkj G r - 1 are locally absolutely continuous in each variable, and 
(0°F) (x) E LP(E”) for every Ikl <Y. 
We first treat the case CL = 2. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let f(x) E Lp(E”), 1 cp < 00. The following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(a) j(x) E V2p = (f(x) E Lp(E”); lvj2f” = g”, g(x) E Lp(E”)} where, forp > 2, 
the Fourier transform is taken in the distributional sense; 
(b) f(x) E L2p~{f(x) E L’(P); (1 + lv12)f” = h”,h(x) E Lp(E”)}; 
(4 f(x) E w2p; 
(d) Af = g(x) for a function g(x) E LP(E"), where the operator A is taken in 
the distributional sense; 
(4 f(x) E AC’(Lp); 
(f) the derivatives af/iax,, a2f/ax, xj exists as limits in norm, i.e., 
lim f (x + to9 - f(x) 
!I 
af --x = 
( )I1 ax, P 
O 
t-t0 t 
lim 
~(x+tu’)-g(x) 
i 
t+0 I t -g&-(x) =o iI (j, I = 1,2,. . ., n); j P 
(g) f(x) E AC”(Lp), and 
/I 
f(x + td) -f(x) - t$x)Ii = O(t2) (t+O;j= 1,2,...,n); 
j P 
(h) f(x) E Lip* (2,~; uj) forj = 1,2,. . ., n, that is 
Ilf (x + 2to’) - 2f(x + to') + f (x)/l, = O(G) (t --f 0); 
(0 f (4 E Lip (%P), i.e., 
llfh + W - 2f(x + h) +f(x)ll, = O(lh12) (IhI -to). 
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Proof. We proceed as follows. First of all we establish the assertions 
(a) =z- (b) 5 (c) * (d) * (a), then (c) =- (e) * (g) =c- (d) and (e) * (f) Z- (c), and 
finally (e) =E- (i) z- (h) =‘ (c). 
(a) =- (b): trivial. (b) 3 (c): by Lemma (2.10). (c) +- (d): trivial. (d) 3 (a): 
by Lemma (1.9). (c) * (e) :f(x) E W2p means that the distributional derivatives 
of f(x) up to the second order exist as elements of La, i.e., C@x, = gj(x) and 
a2f18xl ax, = h,,,(x) E 1’ for j, I = 1,2, . . ., n. Now, by Lemma (1.9), 
iu,f^ = g,” and (is)(iu,)f” = hcj. The standard proof that iu,f”(u) = g,^(u) 
with gj(x) E Lp, 1 -cp Q 2, implies that f(x) is equal a.e. to a function F(x) 
which is locally absolutely continuous in xj (cf. [25, p. 1261) can also be 
employed for p > 2 : Indeed, if iu,f” = g,“, then for each v(x) E S 
0.m + f4 -“t-(x)1*, y(u)> = 
( 
p.ft - 1 
7 gjA3du) * j > 
On the other hand, as gj(x) E LP, 
s 
f 
o g,(x + sd) ds 
(3.3) 
exists as a function in LP, and thus 
(S 
f 
o gj(x + ~4 h, F 7x)) = jEm { j; gj(x + S4 dj @-Xx> dx. 
The Theorem of Fubini can be applied, giving 
us 
f 
,gj(x+su’)ds]~,~(U))=J-b<gj(x+suj),~~(X))d~ 
= s :, (e’“JSgj”, q(u)) ds. 
In order to evaluate the latter integral we use a theorem on the integration of 
distributions depending continuously upon a parameter [34, p. 761 and obtain 
In view of (3.3) and Lemma (1 .l 1) this yields for almost every x and t : 
f(X + tU’) -f(X) = 1: gj(X + SUj) dS. (3.4) 
Now it follows by a routine argument (cf. [21, Section 51) that there exists 
an F(x) =f(x) a.e. for which this equality holds for every x and f, thus F(x) 
is absolutely continuous in x,, j = 1, 2, . . ., n. 
For the proof that, furthermore, all partial derivatives of the first order are 
absolutely continuous in each variable and that all partial derivatives of the 
second order belong to Lp we only have to apply the same argument o the 
remaining relation (iul)gj* = he,, and (e) follows. 
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(e) =F= (g): By Taylor’s formula we have 
and this implies (g) by the generalized Minkowski inequality. 
(g) ti (d): By Lemma (1.13) we have for the distributional derivative 
82flax,2 that for each v(x) E S 
v-7 tr2 ( j-(x + ta’) -f(x) - t g, (x), v(x) 
= a2f y( ) J ) (ax,29 x)- 
On the other hand, the assumption (g) and the weak compactness of the 
space Lp imply the existence of a function gj(x) E LP and a subsequence {tr} 
such that for each q(x) E S 
and this yields (d). (Instead of (g) 3 (d) one might as well have concluded 
(fz) - (a>.> 
(e) * (f): We have only to prove the second limit-relation since the first 
one is a trivial consequence of(g). In the step (c) =c- (e) we first deduced (3.4) 
from (iv,)f” = gj^ which means that aF/ax, =gj(x) with F(x) =f(x) a.e., 
and then applied the same argument o the relation (iul)gj” = h;,. Thus we 
also obtain !E(x + to’) - g(x) = fhI,j(X + ~~9~~ i s 0 
which implies (f). 
The remaining steps of the proof proceed along similar lines. (f) * (c) 
follows by Lemma (1.13), and (e) 5 (i) is a consequence of the formula 
F(x + 24 - 2F(x + h) + F(x) = y1 (1 - ITI) [(h, V)2F] (x + h + AT)&. 
(i) => (h) is trivial, and (h) 3 (c) follows as in (g) + (d) by the weak compact- 
ness of Lp. 
Remark. The proof shows that also the following statement is equivalent 
to (a) : 
(a’) There exist functions g,(x), /Q,,(X) E Lp(E”) such that 
CujlfA = gjA, (id (iuJfA = hCj (Jr= 1,2 ,...) n). 
Instead of (e) we might also have used the following weaker statement: 
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(e’)f(x) is equal a.e. to a function F(x) which, together with its ordinary 
derivatives aF/axj, is locally absolutely continuous in xj, and 
aFlax,, a2 F/‘laxj2 E LP(E”) (j= 1,2, . ..) n). 
Note that in assertion (e’) nothing is assumed about the mixed derivatives. 
Theorem (3.2) gives thus a positive answer to the question raised in Section 1, 
whether for instance the hypothesis j’(x) E Vzp implies the existence of all 
ordinary partial derivatives off(x) up to the second order as elements of Lp. 
In the general case cc = 2m, m = 2, 3, . . . we have the following theorem: 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let f(x) E Lp(E”), 1 <p < co, and cc = 2m, m = 1,2, . , . . The 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) f(x) E V$,, = {f(x) E Lp(E”); [ vlzmf” = g”, g(x) E Lp(E”)} where, for 
p > 2, the Fourier transform is taken in the distributional sense; 
09 f 6) E Kni 
(4 f(x) E W?n; 
(d) Amf =g(x) for a function g(x) E Lp(E”), the operator Am = A(A"-') 
being taken in the distributional sense; 
(e) f(x) E ACzm-‘(Lp); 
(f) all derivatives off(x) up to an order 2m exist as limits in norm; 
(g) f(x) E AC2”-2(Lp), andfor t + 0, j = 1,2, . . ., n 
Ilf(x + to’) -f(x) - E’ ; Gg(x,I(, = O(Py; 
v=, . J 
@I cl(,) A:,(*, * . * c7c,,f (x)ll, = O(tZrn) 0 + 01, 
for every choice of unit coordinate vectors u(,), uC2), . . ., u(,,,). 
Proof. Most of the arguments are the same as in the proof of Theorem (3.2), 
so we consider only the steps which require some further explanation. 
(a) +- (b): the proof is the same as in Theorem (2.8). 
(e) =G- (h) : follows by repeated application of Lemma (1.14). 
(h) => (a): as in step (g) 3 (d) of Theorem (3.2) the hypothesis and the 
weak compactness of the space Lp yield the existence of a sequence {tY> with 
lim y+W t, = 0 and a function g(x) E LB depending on the special choice of 
u(,),j= 1, 2, -**, m such that for every y(x) E S 
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Replacing C&C) by r@‘(x) we obtain in view of the definition of the distributional 
Fourier transform 
lim 
Y-fee (1 
eirv(v. O(l)) _ 1 2 . . . 
t, 1 i 
eitv(U, U(m)) _ 1 2 
L I > 
fA,d4 = W,cp(4). 
Now tyl{eitv(o,o(J)) - l> converges to i(u,aJ in O,, thus the limit is 
<b(% U(1)) i(v, q2,) * * * i(u, %l,)12f A9 dm = w, da (v(x) E 9. 
As this holds for every choice of the vectors u(,), one obtains corresponding 
relations for all products of even powers of uj, j = 1,2, . . ., n, the sum of whose 
exponents is 2m. Thus each term of the binomial expansion of 
is the distributional Fourier transform of some function in Lp, and (a) follows. 
Finally we add another characterization in case CL = 2 which we owe to a 
suggestion of Berens (see also [II, p. 2781). 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let f(x) E Lp(En), 1 <p < co. Then the assertions of Theorem 
(3.2) are equivalent to 
II 
k,k; ~, u-(x + tw -f WI 0 + 0). 
Proof. The term &, k,=flf(x + tk) represents the sum of values f(x + y) 
where y runs over all 2” vertices of an n-dimensional cube with edge-length 
2h centered at the origin. For brevity we write 
k,k;,, [f(x+ W-f(x)1 = clrf(x). 
Let condition (e) of Theorem (3.2) be satisfied. Then by Taylor’s formula 
f(x+tk)-f(x)=t[(k,V)F](~)+t~~:,(l-~)[(k,V)~P](x+trk)dr. 
Summing now over k, k, = fl, and combining those terms whose k-values 
differ only by sign, we obtain 
; (1 - T) [(k, V)* 8’1 (x + tTk) dT 
I/ P 
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Conversely, if iiU,f(x)li, = O(t2), we have on the one hand (cf. Lemma (I. 13)) 
f’,; <t-’ q ,f(x), 9’(X)> = (AA q(X)> (P(X) E 97 
and, on the other, by the weak compactness of Lp, that 
for a subsequence {&} and some g(x) E Lp; thus condition (d) of Theorem (3.2) 
is satisfied, and the proof is complete. 
4. THE CASE a ODD 
The characterizations of Vap in the case a odd are not as simple as for a 
even since the function I~il~“‘-~, m = 1, 2, . . ., does not belong to OM. Here we 
obtain equivalent conditions upon the Riesz transforms (Hilbert transforms) 
off(x) E LD(En) defined by 
fj*Cx> E [HjflW = lim fil&), r-O+ 
(4.1) f” 1. 6(x) = m + 1)/a &I+ IV2 s 
xj -uj du 
f(u) Ix _ uy+l (j= I,2 ,..., n). Ix-UI Pe 
In the sequel, H denotes the vector with coordinates f," : 
Kf I(4 = ,i, h(x) 0’. (4.2) 
If f(x) E Lp(E”), 1 < p < co, the Riesz transforms fj”(x) exist a.e. and belong 
to LJ’(E”). Furthermore, fJ”(x) can be represented as limit in I-P-norm of the 
“conjugate Poisson integral” off(x) : 
lim IIWtYf; 41,“(x) -fi”(x>ll, = 0, (4.3) r*o+ 
where 
wt’w41,“w = cf* 41,r)W; q,.t(x> =r($:*;/!2)(t2 + (X;llyn+,),* (t > 0). 
We mention that the conjugate Poisson kernel qj,&t) belongs to L4(E”) for 
q> 1. 
Another representation off,“(x) forf(x) E LP is given by 
lim Ilfi”W -.fi.“,(4ll, = 0. 
l +OA 
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Further, we need the following Parseval formulas for f(x) E LP(E”), 
g(x) E Lp’(P): 
(0 ~Jmtx) dx = -~E”ftx)g,-tx) dx, 
(ii) tfj” * d (4 = tf * g,“) (4, 
(4.4) 
(iii) ~E”ftMax = jt, JEJP x)gj-(x)dx, 
04 WY Wft4 = ,t, W,WJll (4 = -f(x) a.e. 
If 1 <p Q 2, the ordinary Fourier transform of fi”(x) has the property 
[fj”](v)” = - 3f”(v) a.e. 
I4 
(4.5) 
For proofs of these statements we refer to [14], cf. also [33] and [24]. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Let f(x) E Lp(E”), 1 cp -c to. Then f(x) E L,” if and only if 
f,“(x) E- LIpfor 1 <j < n. 
Proof. Iff(x) E Lip, then by (2.4) there is an h(x) E LP such that 
f(x) = (G, * 4 (4. 
Thus by Fubini’s theorem 
W’t ‘0-i ~)lj”(x) = ((G, * 4 * 41. d (4 = (G, * (h * qj, ,>I W 
= (G, * [~t’(~;~>lj”>(x). 
For t --f 0+ this furnishes h”(x) = (G, * h,“)(x) with h,“(x) E LP in view of 
(4.3). Thusf,“(x) E L,’ forj = 1, 2, . . ., IZ. 
Conversely, by (4.4), (iv), it is sufficient to apply the same argument o 
fj”(x) in order to deducef(x) E L,“. 
Now we have the following characterizations of L,P. 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let f(x) E Lp(E”), 1 <p -=I 00. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4 f(x) E LIP; 
tb) f(x) E W,p; 
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(c) (divHf) = [I;=, (3fj”/ax,)] E Lp(E”), where a/ax, means the distri- 
butional derivative; 
(4 fi”(x> E AC”tLp’) (j = 1,2,. . ., n); 
(4 Ilfi”(x + td -fj”Wll, = W4> (t-+O;j,l= I,2 )...) n); 
(0 llh”tx + 4 -fj”W’, = WI) (IhI +O;j= 1,2 ,..., n). 
If 1 < p G 2, these statements are equivalent to: 
(g) there exist functions g,, Jx) E L”(E”), j I = 1,2, . . ., n, such that 
O-4 f(x) E “1’. 
Proof. The assertions (a) o (b) and (a) o (h) are valid in view of Lemma 
(2.10) and Theorem (2.8), respectively. It remains to show (b) => (c) 5 (a), 
tb) * td) * (0 3 (4 * tb), and (4 * k> =;- th). 
(b) 5 (c): obvious in view of Lemma (4.6). 
(c) 3 (a) : We begin with the case 1 -C p < 2. The hypothesis (c) states that 
the individual terms of the sum C;=, afjj”/ax, are distributions and that only 
the whole sum is a regular distribution generated by a function in Lp. By (4.5) 
we have [f,“]“(v) = -(ivJlvl)f”(v) in the classical sense. On the other hand, 
if we considerf,“(x) E S’, we obtain 3fjj”/axj E 9 and [8fjj”/axj] = ivjV;“]“(v). 
Hence 
W&T(~) = ,i, [%j”/ax./l” =I ulf”(~> (4.8) 
orf(x) E V,P, and this implies (a) by Theorem (2.8). 
Now let 2 cp -C 00. We have to show that f(x) = (G, * h)(x) for some 
h(x) E Lp. We assert hat 
h(x) = (f * d&l’) (x) + (g * dp;*‘) (x), 
where g(x) = (div Hf) (x) and &), i = 1,2, are the bounded measures of 
Lemma (2.7). This function h(x) is in LP, and for y(x) E 5, pi*)*(x) = &)(-x), 
we have 
(((5 * 4 (4, dx)) = ((G, *f * d/d”) (4, F(X)> 
+ ((G, * g * d/4*‘) (4, dx>> 
= (f(x), (Y * G, * d/C’*) (x)> 
+ <g(x), tv * G, * d/4*‘*> (4) (4.9 
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by Fubini’s theorem. Setting I,!@) = (p’ * G, * d&*)*)(x), then also #J(X) E 5, 
and 
w/~~,l,-(x> =w-f,-Kw (4 
since the Fourier transforms of both sides are equal. Thus, by (4.4), 
<g(x), tw> = ,;, wi-/%~ $4x>> =;Iil (h”(x), v/ax,> 
= f(x) ($b,-Px,> (4 dx n = ,jIl Vx,b.,- * G, * 4d*‘*l+x~ 
The last step followed by the boundedness of Hj and the convolution operation 
on Lp, 1 cp < 00. We then obtain by (4.9) 
((G, * 4 Cd, dx>> = U(x), (p’ * G, * 44?*> (4 
+ ([div &] * G, * d&*)*) (x)} 
= <f(x), (G, * &I (x>> (dx) E s> (4.10) 
with H,(x) = (v * +L’)*) (x) + ([divHF] * d&*)*)(x). 
On the other hand, we have y(x) E S c L,a for 1 < q G 2 since 
(1 + jv]*)“2~A(21) ES
(cf. (2.6)). Thus equation (4.8) and Lemma (2.7) yield 
&t-w = 9Jw t&w--u) + 14 Fw b’a2’l”W 
= (1 + /u]*)“‘~~(v) = [G-, * I]” 
and (G, * H,)(x) = y(x) by the definition of G-,. Therefore 
<(G, * W (x>, dx)> = <f(x), v,(x)> 
and sof(x) E L,“. 
(b) * (d): By (a) and Lemma (4.6) we havef,“(x) E W,p. Therefore the 
distributional derivatives afi”/ax, = gl,,(x) belong to Lp. Hence the first step 
of the proof of Theorem (3.2), (c) * (e), applies, f(x) being replaced by 
h”(x). In particular, we obtain by (3.4), for every x and t 
F(X + to’) - F(X) = t Jig,, j(X + StU’) dS 
where I;(x) =fj”(x) a.e. 
9 
(4.11) 
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(d) 3 (f): This is an immediate consequence of (4.11) since 
(f) * (e): trivial. 
= O(1) (IhI --f 0). 
(e) 2 (b) : This is proved as in step (g) 3 (c) of the proof of Theorem (3.2). 
Finally, the steps (d) * (g) * (h) are trivial consequences of (4.5). This 
proves Theorem (4.7) completely. 
Remark. The following statements are also equivalent o (a) : 
(0 Ilfb + tu’) -f(x)llp = WI> (t+0;1=1,2,...,?2); 
(f’) IF-(x + h> -fb)ll, = W) (IhI +0;1=1,2,...,n); 
(i) the derivatives afj”/ax, exist as limits in norm, i.e., 
F+; Ilt-Yh”b + la’) -h”(x)> - @!!“/w(x)ll, = 0 (j, I = 1,2,. . .) n). 
The proof of(e) * (e’) and (f) G- (f’) is obvious in view of the boundedness 
of the operator Hj on Lp for 1 <p -C co and formula (4.4) which imply e.g., 
IIf(X + to’) -f(x)IIP = llj$, {[ffJH,f)l (X + to’) - [Hj(Hjf)l (XN~~p 
G Ap I$ IIfj”(X + to’) -.fi”(X)IIp = o(lt() 0 -+ O), j=l 
where A, depends only on p. 
The statement (d) 3 (i) can be shown as in step (e) 3 (g) of the proof of 
Theorem (3.2), and (i) 3 (b) is trivial. 
Theorem (4.7) may also be stated for the general case a odd and the corre- 
sponding proofs can be carried over with suitable modifications. 
5. THE GENERAL CASE CC > 0 
If a is fractional, the question arises whether e.g. an analog of Lemma (2.10) 
remains true for suitable “fractional” Sobolev spaces. In general, the answer 
is positive only forp = 2, and here we can use known results of Stein, Nikolskii, 
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Aronszajn, Mulla and Szeptycki, Besov, and Taibleson. In the following 
definitions we confine ourselves to the case p = 2. Let CL > 0 and u = m + /3 
with m integral and 0 =G /I < 1. For 0 < p < 1, the Sobolev space Wa2 (defined 
for fl= 0 by (2.9)) is defined by 
w,* = ( f(x) E wm2; [S En lPkf(x + “‘,,*w~x”‘22, I 112 I4 < co 
for every lk] =m 
I 
. (5.1) 
(See e.g. [20], [29], [27, p. 601, [32], and the papers cited there.) The following 
two spaces are special cases of the general Besov spaces. The space 
2.3 -a,2 = f(x) E L2(ER); 
lIA;f(xh2 & 
l/2 
En lh12a+n 1 <: 00 for an r > a > 0 I (5.2) 
is treated in [I]. Here 
AL6fW = j. (-1)‘~” (:),x + +. 
Another type of Besov space (see [5, p. 901, [27, p. 781) is given by 
i 
[S 
1 
6;. 2 = f(x) E win*; 
0 
t-2p-’ 4+rp, axjm 9 (” td)dt]li2 < to 
forj= 1,2 ,..,, a, . 
I 
(5.3) 
Here the partial derivatives are taken in the distributional sense; [/3] is the 
greatest integer @, and 
w~‘(YJ, to’) = ,y, IlC7,f(x)ll2 (r = 1,2). 
Taibleson [32] defined the spaces 
m L&X; 2,2) = j-(x) E L2(E”); 
[S II 0 
t-” t-g w,‘cr;x)1122dt]1’2 < wJJ5.4) 
where tc is positive, r the smallest integer greater than CL, and IV,’ the Cauchy- 
Poisson integral defined in (1.4) (K = 1). 
Collecting the results of [2, pp. 74, 821, [.5, p. 1091, [27, pp. 63, 791, and 
[32, p. 4781 we have the following characterizations of La2 for p = 2 : 
(5.5) LEMMA. Let f(x) E L'(E">, and CL > 0. Then the statements f(x) E La2, 
f(x) E wcz2, f(x) E @s2, t-(x> E q:, and f(x) E A(cr ; 2,2) are equivalent. 
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Returning now to the general case I <p < co, there are not as many charac- 
terizations for fractional a. For the sake of completeness we mention another 
equivalent condition of Stein [30]. 
(5.6) LEMMA. For 0 < c( c 2 andf(x) E Lp(E”), 1 -c p -c to, the following asser- 
lions are equivalent: 
(4 f (4 E 42; 
exists. 
For 0 < u < 2 and 2n/(n + 2a) <p < co, these are, further, equivalent to 
Combining these equivalences with the results of Sections 3 and 4 we, 
furthermore, obtain for the particular cases a = 1, 2 very concrete charac- 
terizations of the above abstract function classes. 
Equivalences between ordinary and distributional derivatives have, as far 
as is known to the present author, as yet only been established by Aronszajn 
and Smith [2] and A. P. Calderon [16]. 
Finally we note that many further interesting characterizations have been 
obtained by Butzer and Berens [Z1] using the theory of intermediate spaces. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO SATURATION THEOREMS 
In this final section we also use distributional methods in order to prove a 
saturation theorem. At the same time we obtain an affirmative answer to the 
question whether the class Lap, which may be regarded as an extension of 
Vmp for p > 2 in view of Theorem (2.8), plays the role of the saturation class 
(Favard class) for the usual approximation processes of convolution type on 
Lp(En) also for p > 2. As a representative xample we consider in detail the 
generalized singular integral W,“cf; X) of Weierstrass defined by (1.4). This 
example is especially useful for our purpose since it contains a parameter 
K > 0 which appears again in the saturation class V,P. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the saturation theorem for FVrK(f;x) 
will indeed be established by a distributional method.* The saturation class 
will be shown to be the class LKp, also for p > 2, and therefore all the previous 
* This method, due to Dr. R. J. Nessel in the particular case cx = 2 (which is very elegant), 
was first presented by him in a seminar lecture held at Aachen on July 28,1966. For a detailed 
discussion see also [22, p. 15 ff.]. 
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characterizations can be applied here, particularly in the cases K = 1, 2 when 
WfK reduces to the singular integrals of Cauchy-Poisson and Gauss-Weier- 
strass, respectively. The saturation theorem reads 
(6.1) THEOREM. Letf(x) E LP(P), 1 -cp -c CD, and K > 0. Then 
(a) 11 WtK(S; x) -f(x)ll, = o(t) (t -+ Of) impliesf(x) = 0 a.e.; 
@> II w,‘W x> -fWll, = W> (t -+ 0+) ifand only iff(x) E LKP. 
For the proof we need the following 
(6.2) Fundamental Identity. Letf(x) E LKp for fixedp, K with K > 0,l < p < co. 
Then 
f {f(x) - W,“(f; x)> = f 1’ W,“(G-, * f * dpi3); x) c17 (6.3) 
0 
holds for almost every x, where pi31 is the bounded measure given by Lemma 
(2.7). 
Proof. According to (2.5) we have G-, *f = h(x) E LP; thus both sides of 
(6.3) exist as elements of lp. If 1 cp < 2, then 
u(x) - W,“(f; x)]^(u) = (1 - e-““‘“}fA(v), 
and on the other hand 
[J‘ :, W,“(G-, *f * dp;3’;x)d7]A(v) = j; e+““(l + 1012)“‘2~~3)]“(u)drfA(v), 
the interchange of the Fourier transform with the integral being justified as in 
[226, II, Lemma 4.11. By Lemma (2.7) the assertion for 1 <p < 2 follows by 
the identity 
$1 - evrlvlK} = f J-t e-+‘~~IUIKdT 
0 
and from the uniqueness of the Fourier transform on Lp. 
If 2 cp < 03 and G-, *f = h,(x) E LP, then we have for every q(x) E S also 
v(x) E L$ = V:’ by Theorem (2.8) since 1 < p’ < 2. Thus, there exists a function 
g+,(x) E Lp’ with ~v~“#‘(v) = g”(u), which implies in view of Lemma (2.7) 
Iul”p)“(u) = (1 + Iv~~)“‘~~~(u)&~)(u) = [G-, * y * d&3’]A(u) = g,*(v). 
Therefore G-, * v * dpL3) = gV(x) E Lp’ or (9 * dpi3))(x) E L$, and 
(9 * 4h3’) (4 = (G, * gcJ W- 
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With pL3)(x) = pL3’(-x), which is clear from the definition of pL3), we obtain 
for y(x) E S 
(1 
6 W,“(h, * dpc3); -4 dT> &4) = jEn h,(x) j’o W,“(g’ * dpi3’ ; x) d7 dx 
=jEnwj:, W,“(G, * g,; x) dr dx 
= jEll (G, * h,) (4 j’o K’Yg,; 4 &dx. 
So we obtain withf(x) = (G, * h,)(x) 
(t-l{W$(f;x)-f(x)}- t-’ j; W,“(G-, *f* dpL3);x)dqp)(x)) 
= jEnf(x) t-’ ( WtK(gj; x) - F(X) - j: WTK(G-, * y * d,u$? x) dT] dx. (6.4) 
Since 1 < p’ < 2, we now obtain (6.3) by an application of the foregoing result 
to yJ(%) E L$. 
Proof of Theorem (6.1). If f (x) E Lp, the fact that 
IIwt"cf;x) -f(x)ll, = O(t) (1 --f O+) 
holds, follows immediately by the fundamental identity (6.3). 
Conversely, if this approximation holds, the weak compactness of Lp(E") 
yields a sequence {tr} with lim r.+,,, t  = 0 and a function g(x) E Lp such that in 
particular for every v(x) 6 S 
lim j r-tm E” c’{fW - WzXfi x>> dx) dx = j,. g(x) d-9 dx, 
and thus also 
lim (f W, t;%(x) - JWp,; 41) = <g(x), 54x)> (v(x) E S). (6.5) 
r-tm 
On the other hand, we have for each r&x) E S c L$ 
t-‘{y(x) - W,“(p,; x)} = t-’ j:, W,“(G-, * cp * dpi3’; x)d~ 
by (6.3). Furthermore 
(P” 
l..~ t-’ j:, W,“(G-, * v * dpL3’; x) d7 = (G-, * cp * dpi3)) (x), 
and, in view of (6.5), 
(f(x), (G-, * y * dpi3’) (x)> = ;l.n( f(x), t,’ j:’ W,“(G-, * v * dpi3); x) d7) 
= (&>7 Y(X)>- 
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Now, a similar argument as in the proof of (6.3) yields 
(f(x), G-, * v * dplj)) = (G-, * f * &Jj’, dx)>, 
thus we have for almost all x 
(G-, *f * dpi3)) (x) = g(x) E L”(E”). (6.6) 
In order to show that (G-, *f)(x) E Lp, we first suppose 1 <p < 2. Then 
[(G-, *f* d&.3’)(x)]A(u) = (1 + l~1~)“‘~t~~~)“(~))f*(u) = IvjKf’%) 
by Lemma (2.7), thus Ial”f^(u) = g*(u) or f(x) E VKp. This, in turn, implies 
the assertionf(x) E LKP or (G-, *f)(x) E LP by Theorem (2.8). 
If 2 -C p < co, we first consider y(x) E S c L$ and apply the previous result to 
v(x). Then (G-, * v * c$$~))(x) E Lp’ and also the function h,(x) defined by 
h,(x) = (G-, * rp) (x) = (v * d&l’) (x) + (G-, * v * dpL3) * dpi2)) (x) 
belongs to Lp’ by Lemma (2.7). 
In view of (6.6) we also have 
h,(x) = (f * d&l’*) (x) + (G-, *f * dplj’ * dpi2’*) (x) E Lp(E”) 
and it remains to show that (G-, *f)(x) = h,(x). Indeed, 
<(G-, *f> (4, FM> = (f(x), (G-K * am> 
= <f(x), (y * d/4?) (4 + (G-, * q~ * 4-4i3) * dA2’> (xl> 
= ((f * dplc”*) (x) + (G-, * f * dpi3’ * dp$2’*) (x), v(x)> 
= Gm, dx)>, 
and thusf(x) E LKp. 
If II WK(f;x) -f(x)llp = m, t --f O+, then the same argument with g(x) = 0 
givesf(x) = 0 a.e. This proves the Theorem. 
We may also establish the corresponding results on Taylor differences for 
W,“(f,x) of the type treated by Butzer and Tillmann [15], Berens [4], and 
Butzer and Berens [II]. Indeed, using the same methods as above, only 
replacing (6.4) by 
m-’ (-t) 
Wt”(fi 4 - 2 - v! (G-v, *f * 44Xx> 
UC0 
(-1)” t zzz- 
s (m-l)! 0 
(t - T)‘“-’ WTK(GmmK *f * d&2; x) dT (m = 1,2, . . .), 
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we have 
(6.7) THEOREM. Letf(x) E La(P), 1 <p < GO andm = 1,2, . . . . Iff(x) E L&-,,,, 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) W’,“cf; x) -f(x) - 2 y (G-,, *f * d&))(x) = O(P) 
v=1 Ii a 
(t --f O+); 
@> f(x) E kc 
In view of Theorems (3.2), (3.5), and (4.7, the class L;, may be suitably 
characterized in case K is an integer. 
Similarly one can prove the saturation theorem for the singular integral of 
Bochner-Riesz defined by (cf. [26]) 
where f(x) E Lp(P), o! > (n - 1)/2, and R > 0. If 1 <p G 2, we also have the 
representation 
(6.8) THEOREM. Let f (x) E Lp(En), and a > (n - 1)/2 + p, 1 < p < CC. Then 
(a) ljBR”cf; x) -f (x)jl, = o(R2), R -+ co, impkes f (x) = 0 a.e. 
(b) llBR”( f; x) -f (x)1/, = O(R2), R -+ to, ifand only iff (x) E L2p. 
Many further singular integrals can be treated by the same method, and the 
saturation class is always one of the spaces LKp. 
A paper by M. Kozima and G. Sunouchi: On the Approximation and Sat- 
uration by General Singular Integrals (in print) was drawn to the author’s 
attention. It treats a functional method for establishing saturation theorems 
of the type considered in Section 6 of this paper and is similar to our method. 
For the origin of the method see also Footnote 2 of Section 6. 
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